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Executive Overview 
 

Introduction 

Formed with a group of experienced software development, finance 
and marketing personnel, Mobicue has achieved remarkable 
performance in technology development, corporation organizing, 
marketing and continuous improvement in its first year. The 
founder and CEO has had over 17 years of global experience in 
TMT industry, especially with 7 years in the Mobile field. The 
Mobicue team comprises members from different culture 
backgrounds with average 6-10 years experience in and in-depth 
understanding of the internet and mobile technologies. 
 
Since its debut, Mobicue has already developed its mobile phone 
user friendly service platform across most of well-adopted smart 
phones, such as iPhone, Blackberry, G-phones, Nokia N & E 
series, window mobile phones, etc., as well as launched its website 
for being broadly accessed by standard internet web browsers. 
People in any time and at any place, can access Mobicue through 
their various models of mobile phones, register services, build 
personal networks, present their photos, videos, sounds and more 
taken by mobile phones instantly, comment their points, and 
share with group of relations in near real-time worldwide. 
 
Mobicue concentrates on providing mobile multimedia 
micro-blogging in addressing high standard of user experiences, 
most fitting in mobile market characters and most possibilities in 
providing small business a platform for marketing and customer 
relationship purposes through around the social network basis. As 
a result of social network activities and the rich contents it deals 
with, Mobicue is also contributing the mobile services providers 
with large amount of user transactions among the mobile network. 
 
In the market, the number of active users of mobile social 
networking sites is expected to rise from 14M in 2007 to nearly 
600M in 2012, while the global mobile content market will be worth 
$167bn by 2013. In the meanwhile, annual sales of smartphones 
will rise by 95%to over 300 million from 2008 to 2013.  
 
Mobicue is targeting the dramatically growing market with 
specialized services focused on the camera equipped smartphone 
users, which has not yet been fairly addressed by the common 
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internet SNS (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, etc. – i.e. desktop 
interface applications). In the meantime, Mobicue is seamlessly 
connected to the common SNS to let its users share with their 
existing SNS networks of friends. Comparing other vertical 
competitors (e.g. Zannel.com, Radar.net, etc.), Mobicue has gain 
the advantages in larger user bases, better and simpler user 
experiences, and advanced technology infrastructures. 

 
 

Accomplishments 

In its first full year of operation, Mobicue reached 300K registered 
user base in the world wide English community, with 30% growth 
(peak) page views per month directly from various mobile phones. 
It is also projected that the registered users will be growing to 1 
million and more in the next 2 years. 
 
Until June 2009, Mobicue has accomplished in the following areas: 
 
– 300,000 registered users from 170 countries, and top 5 

countries are China, United States, India, Norway & UK 
– Staff picked by iPhone web-app store 
– 80% users are mobile phone users 
– 61% of users choose English as their 1st language 
– User loyalty is quarterly 27%, monthly 27%, and daily 26% 
– 80% of traffic is derived from mobile phones 
– 37% of visits are generated by notifications and invitations 
– 73% of daily visits are created by new visitors 

 
 

Fund raising projection 

Mobicue is seeking 1,160,000 USD or equivalence for the next 2 
years to grow as follows: 

− Expand Mobicue adoption targeting 1,800,000 registered 
users with the weekly user loyalty of 40% plus  

− Enable the emergent upgrades and new services for the 
open social standards and emerging mobile platforms 

− Enable revenue generating services planned as follows: 
$ Develop charged Mobicue premium services, including 

phone clients for specific smart phone models, 
location-based services, and more 

$ Gain sponsorship from mobile service providers say 
mobile carriers, mobile phone makers, and mobile 
application developers, etc. 
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$ Share Mobicue-generated traffic revenue with potential 
mobile carriers 

$ And more 
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Business Background and Purpose 
 

History 

Since its debut in 2008, formed with a group of highly experienced 
software development, finance and marketing personnel from the 
industry, Mobicue established its foundation of services in providing 
mobile phone users with great experiences in multimedia microblogging 
through the Internet wirelessly.  During the first year of establishing, 
Mobicue has successfully formed its development team, released base 
user interface applications and constructed complete technologies 
infrastructure.  Until June 2009, the organization of Mobicue has been 
finalized with core partners, technologies team, business management 
processes in response of continuous improvement, further more, it is 
continuously building communication with the industry for feedbacks, 
marketing researches, and direct conferences with the major 
telecommunication services providers and device vendors.  By 2009, 
Mobicue has been realized the fundamental functionalities and is running 
smoothly by accepting private investments.  

Entering 2009, Mobicue has gained certain base of user base and Web 
page view performance.  In order to secure the financial support for the 
future growth, expand services into increased market demands, Mobicue 
is seeking public investment from world wide.  Mobicue limited is 
registered in British Virgin Islands for better bridging the economic 
advantages between China and Asia Pacific, European and North 
American markets. 

 
Business Purpose 

Mobicue concentrates on creating highly mobile multimedia online social 
networking experience for the mobile phone users globally.  It is a mobile 
social utility that allows people to send phone-generated multimedia 
contents and text messages to their network of friends in real time in any 
place.  To address the special requirements from the mobile users, 
Mobicue distinguishes itself from the existing desktop and mobile SNS in 
the following propositions: 

 Mobility – users are using mobile devices and telecommunication 
networks to interact with contacts from anywhere.  The smart phone 
with camera, connecting through broadband wireless will give users 
great freedom in sharing information and communicating ideas in 
near real time.  Mobicue is providing the applications users expect 
for transforming the wireless technology capabilities into rapid and 
convenient online experiences.  
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 Streaming – with the mobile phones in pockets and hands, people are 
enjoying tracking status of others and themselves in a high frequency 
manner.  Mobicue is providing users with ingeniously organized 
timelines in shaping the rivers of life, to answer the questions of “when 
and what is happening in where on whom?” 

 Multimedia contents – with broadband wireless and smart phone 
capacities, users are enjoying the multi-media contents by capturing, 
creating, watching, listening, reading, showing and connecting, which 
are completely facilitated with Mobicue applications. 

 Special experiences – users are expecting convenient and enjoyable 
online experiences.  Mobicue is equipping mobile phone users with 
concise user interfaces, instantly-acting operations, rich connectivity 
and memorable life tracks. In terms of embedding with users’ overall 
online social network life, Mobicue is also providing the links for 
connecting Mobicue streams and contents with the popular SNS 
applications outside, e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Myspace, Google, 
Bloglines, myAOL, myMSN, WindowsLive, myYahoo, etc. --- All helpful 
to figure a living online personality with comfortable and confident 
interactions with the complete online life. 

 Multi-culture – standing on a flatten planet along with the Internet 
evolution, people are living, traveling and connecting around the 
globe.  Mobicue is providing a communication platform for 
connecting people from or within the different locations, regions, 
languages and cultures.  As the start point, Mobicue realized 
pictures as a borderless language and English as the current mostly 
accepted written language in various regions world wide. 

With the realization of above ideas, Mobicue is establishing a unique 
virtual world connecting closely with the real individual life, their views, 
feelings, states and emotions.  By attracting and retaining its user base, 
it is also creating opportunities for other businesses in promoting and 
communicating brands and services with customers in effective 
interaction ways maintained by Mobicue. 

Current Conditions 

Products and Services 

Providing users utilities in posting & viewing information and effectively 
interacting with their contacts on-the-go, Mobicue has established 
audiovisual services through the interactive user interfaces online. 
Users can access both the PC Internet browsers and smartphone 
browsers, in addition, the application installed on local smartphone 
operating systems allows user to update multimedia materials to Web 
with improved convenience. 
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The services provided by the user interfaces and MobicueUpdate 
application enable the registered Mobicue users to be acting effectively in 
various social networking activities, including user profiling, updating, 
uploading and tagging contents, following and finding others, etc. 

The products and services have been identified in categories of: 

 Browser User Interfaces (BUI),  

 Application User Interfaces (AUI),  

 User Profile Services,  

 Online Interaction Services,  

 Content Management Services,  

 Location Based Services,  

 Search,  

 System management services including database management and 
system administration, etc.   

Up to current, the user services have been completed in the first stage for 
BUI & AUI, User Profile, Interaction, with the support of the required 
system management functionalities.  

Nature of industry / target market 

As the going of the Mobicue development, there are conspicuous 
evolutions in the market since 2008, which are refreshing the next 
generation of Web 2.0 concepts and applications in changing behavior of 
SNS interacting with Web, also, the wider and deeper degree of acceptance 
has been discovered among the Web users, in addition, further demands 
are to be addressed by the leading SNS performers for dramatically enable 
the Web 2.0 users with new Web operating models. (Ref. practices of 
Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, iPhone/iTunes, etc.)  Mobicue has 
discovered great opportunities in applying the Web 2.0 mobile phone 
applications in the fast growing marketplace. 

On another hand, the broadband telecommunication network 
infrastructure has been spread deployment across world wide, e.g., In the 
US, AT&T is about to upgrade its cellphone network to 7.2 mega bits per 
second to support the tech in the new iPhone 3G S. In Portugal, where 7.2 
mbps rates are already common, Vodafone's going for 21mbps. Though 
those are, of course, theoretical rates, it's certainly going to have a 
significant impact on how fast the average user downloads files and 
accesses the net while on the move. The significant start-up of China 3G 
marketplace is bringing 0.67 billion current Chinese mobile phone 
population into broadband.  Like the plan just revealed by Australian 
government in April 2009, the national wide broadband network 
programs has been released as a strategy for improving country 
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technology capacity.  It is inferable that the mobile phone applications 
are getting the best moment in growing the Internet plus multimedia 
usage in the new broadband wireless marketplace.  
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Market Analysis 
 

Global Internet SNS market 

Global Internet 

By the data reported by Morgan Stanly in 2007, the global Internet users 
population has been over 1.3 billion, besides what, the mobile phone 
users population has reached 3.3 billion.   

 
Figure: World Wide Internet and Mobile populations until 2007 
(Sourced from Morgan Stanley, 2007 - via Joffe B., Nov 2008) 

Smartphone 

The next generation handsets will greatly enable the device capacity in 
supporting users with rich Internet experiences. According to industry 
reports: 

 So called “smartphones” will account for 23% of all new handsets sold 
per annum by 2013, up from 13% in 2008. (juniperresearch.com, 
2009)  

 Between 2008 and 2013, annual sales of smart phones will rise by 
95% to over 300 million.  (juniperresearch.com, 2009) 

 Worldwide mobile phone sales totaled 269.1 million units in 2009 Q1, 
down 9.4% from 2008. But smartphone sales exceeded 36.4 million 
units, up 12.7% from the same period last year. (Gartner, 2009) 

Driving interest in smartphones will be the proliferation of online 
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application stores selling specialized applications that will make these 
devices better suited to individual users’ needs.   

 More than 9 billion downloads from PCD (personal content delivery) 
sites by 2013, of which 32% will be ad-supported.  

 
Example: the g-phone prototype (from the Google mobile phone 
initiative) 

 

“With it, the browsers are getting and will be getting quicker, the rates are 
dropping, the interfaces more user friendly, and lastly, lo and behold- a news 
bastion of advertising landscape has opened up. Marketers now have 
another way to reach a captive audience. How? Through ads driven by 
search, contextual and paid. Search is going to be huge for mobile. Bottom 
line-Google knows what’s up. The next big extension of Social is and is 
moving towards a “Mobile Social” environment!” 

(sources from directmarketingobservations.com, 2008) 
 

Web 2.0, to Change the Mobile Value Added Services with Social 
Mobile Services and Contents 

The resent years’ spreading of the Web 2.0 technologies have in addition 
influenced the way users interact with Internet, generated a group of 
“social network services (SNS)” as deliverable to the Internet users, 
consequently, it was adopted by mobile phone world to establish the SNS 
styled mobile value added services (MVAS).  The concept and practices of 
Mobile 2.0 enable greater interaction of the mobile users with individuals 
through Internet, including searching, contributing, exchanging, tagging, 
bookmarking, navigating, blogging, Web casting, mapping, feeding 
information contents in any formats with text and multimedia. 
According to eMarketer (2008): 

 Over 800 million people worldwide will be participating in a social 
network via their mobile phones by 2012, up from 82 million in 2007. 
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Table: eMarketer report: Mobile Social Networks (May 2008) 

“Along with the growing audience, marketers are drawn to mobile social 
networking because it creates a unique context in which to promote their goods and 
services. It goes beyond simply linking people with digital content by adding the 
immediacy of sharing with friends—a very powerful marketing proposition.” 
(eMarketer, 2008) 

The overwhelming majority of online social networking will be 
conducted via the handset rather than the PC. The number of active 
users of mobile social networking sites is expected to rise from 14m in 
2007 to nearly 600m in 2012. The volume of downloads from mobile 
personal content delivery sites are expected to rise from less than 200m in 
2007 to more than 9bn in 2012. Off-portal social networking sites will 
increasingly opt for free-to-consumer, ad-funded business models to gain 
visibility and market presence. According to eMarketer (2008): 

 Mobile content used by US adult mobile phone users has been 
concentrated more on mobile social activities, e.g. search by locations, 
multimedia contents consuming, and interaction with social 
networks: 

 
Table: eMarketer report: Mobile Social Networks (May 2008) 

 
Platform and revenue sources 

According to Plus Eight Plus (2009), the current major SNS players have 
allocated their user bases in terms of revenue return sources of B2B and 
B2C models. E.g. MySpace and Facebook are mainly positioned in PC 
based Internet access with financial return from Ads in B2B businesses, 
while Tencent (QQ.com), LinkedIn and cyWORLD are majorly getting 
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return from fee consumer services, and also, from the PC users currently. 
In area of mobile services, only the Japanese mbga.jp (mobile game) gets 
profit from B2B businesses on its attractive user base.  The analysis 
shows the huge vacant profit spacing for mobile SNS, while also means 
the profitable mobile services are still under the start-up stage and to be 
proven in the near future market. 
 

 
Figure: Platform and revenue sources  
(sourced from Plus Eight Star 2008) 

 
 

China’s Market 

From 2002, China SNS was start up, and has become a broad 
phenomenon since 2005.  According to Bo Y. (of Plus Eight Star, 2009), 
as of 1Q 2009: 

 China’s Internet users have reached 300 million,  

 China's mobile users reached 640 million 

According to c114.net (2009): 

 China's mobile Internet users over 117.6 million.   

 70.8% of the mobile Internet users are 80s. 
 

 
 
 
 

Table: China is #1 Market in terms of users  

Mobicue Targeting 
Marketplace 
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Compare China, US, Japan Internet and 
Mobile user bases.    (Sourced from Bo Y. 

2009) 

Table: Chinese Internet Players Enjoy 
Higher Margin than Global Peers  

(Sourced from Bo Y., 2009) 

 
 
 
 

Table: China’s media market is catching up 
with the west  

(sourced from Bo Y., 2009) 

 
Figure: China’s Average operating margin 

(2008E) 
(sourced from Morgan Stanly 2008 via Bo. 

Y 2009)  
 

In summary of Bo’s findings (as of Plus Eight Star), the Chinese social 
mobile market shows the different characters than the other regions over 
the world: 

 The No. 1 Internet & mobile population 

 China is just under the start-up stage for both the technologies 
deployment and business innovation. 

 Significant higher Internet operating margin (compare with U.S., and 
other Chinese industries), in result of the major SNS player’s wise 
innovations in the business models in regarding with the Chinese 
culture and consuming / business behaviors. 

 Compare with SNS experiences in U.S. and Europe, China’s situation 
is more comparable with the other Asian regions e.g. Japan, South 
Korea, which have the closer social culture and Internet user 
behaviors.  The high usage of broadband wireless networks, 
profitable SNS business models in Japan and South Korea are more 
reference-able for China’s market in the near future. 

 Highlights: Indicators of Mobile Phone Using 
 3.3 billion mobile phone users worldwide in 2007. (Virki, 

Tarmo. 2007) 
 546 million mobile phone Internet users worldwide in 2010. 

(O'Keefe, Matthew. 2006) 
 20% of mobile owners use their phone as primary camera. 

(BBC, 2007) 
 228 billion images will be captured on camera phones by 

2010. (Lipsman, Andrew. 2002) 
 26.3% of 18-30 year olds use their camera features daily, and 

63.8% use it at least once a week. (BBC News. 2007) 
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 20% of US adults aged 18-30 have uploaded camera phone 
pictures to a social website or blog. (Manfrediz, Alex 2008) 

 25% of mobile phone subscriptions worldwide included web 
browsing at the end of 2007. (Palenchar, Joseph. 2008) 

 The mobile devices accessing the Internet will surpass the 
number of online PCs by 2012. (O'Keefe, Matthew. 2006) 

 28% of Chinese own two or more mobile devices, compared 
with just 18% of Americans (marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 Chinese access more services and activities on the mobile web, 
including email, news, games, local information and financial 
accounts. (marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 58% of Chinese mobile web users post Web 2.0 content via 
their mobile devices, compared with 41% of those in the US. 
(marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 64% of Chinese mobile web users purchased premium mobile 
web content in the last year, compared with 36% of US mobile 
web users. (marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 Chinese mobile web users spend more than ¥1.2 billion 
($182.6 million) each month on premium services, compared 
with $64.8 million in the US. (marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 Chinese mobile web users spend a higher proportion of their 
monthly incomes on mobile data services (3.4%), compared to 
1.2% in the US. (marketingcharts.com, 2009) 

 
Seasonal Fluctuations 

The steady conditions of the seasonal fluctuations in the mobile phones 
and telecommunications industry indicate that the market is growing 
consistently for the past 4 years, overcoming global crisis such as the 
economic recession. 

Smaller and cheaper components are mass produced due to the drastic 
improvement in mobile technologies over the years. 

Conclusion of Market Analysis 

In conclusion of the market analysis, the following items have been 
identified as the major factors which affect Mobicue businesses with 
opportunities, drivers, demands, standards, regulations or potential 
impacts: 

 Global Social Network Services is growing fast with large user bases. 

 Global mobile Internet users and smartphone usage is growing 
higher than average mobile phone growth, in a large volume. 

 Global social mobile network demand is increasing in high volume. 
Within which the most usages are games, location based service, 
multimedia contents consuming, and social network connection. 
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(The game is not focused by Mobicue) 

 Multimedia contents are the most bandwidth consuming contents. 

 According to user behavior, in Asian marketplaces, social network 
services are more payable, especially on games, virtual goods, and 
location based service.  

 Young people (18-32, or called 80s and 90s) are more participated in 
mobile Internet uses. 

 More like Japan, China’s user Internet behaviors support a higher 
margin social network market. 

 Although China’s mobile broadband wireless (3G) network is starting 
later than other regions, the potential market volume is the hugest. 
As China WNOs have publicly released 3G since Jan 2009, it is the 
best moment to move ahead in the mobile Internet services 
marketplace. 
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Competitive Analysis 

 
The Vertical Competition 

Mobicue is one of the top vertical players in the field competing in the 
global market.  The marketplace is identified by the following 
characters: 

 Mobile Social Applications 
 Rich contents 

According to benchmark on daily page views, Mobicue is playing at the 
same level with the major leading performers, i.e. Zannel, Jaiku, Radar, 
etc. 

 

 
Figure: Vertical Competition Performance – Page View Benchmarks 
Note: Alexa.com could only represents 20% of the traffic on Mobicue 
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 User engagement (say time a user spends on the service) is key to show 
the potential of growth and monetization. While we are looking at mobile 
services in a broader view, Mobicue definitely shows its promising user 
engagement: 

Some key players  
User engagement 

(min/day) 

twitter 8.4 

itsmy 6.2 

zannel 6 

mobicue 5.7 

whrrl 4.6 

qik 3.9 

Shozu 3.6 

next2friends 3.6 

jaiku 2.9 

posterous 2.6 

brightkite 2.6 

mobypicture 2.4 

loopt 2.2 

snapmylife 1.7 

veeker 1.2 

dodgeball 1.1 

radar 0.8 

Source: Alexa.com 

How does Mobicue differentiate itself in the arena? 

Mobicue is creating a highly mobile multimedia messaging online utility 
for enabling pre-existing social behaviors within an offline community, 
and furthermore to answer the key challenges of mobile experience of 
'what', 'when' and 'where' within a network of friends: 
 

• 'What'  

User-generated mobile contents involving photo, video, sound and text, 
and more 

• 'When'  

Real time publishing by displaying the creating time of every content 

• 'Where'  

Real place publishing by showing the location of every content created 

• 'Network of friends' 
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The characteristic of phone-generated contents, which is more personal 
and meaningful to people you know already 
 

 
 
In terms of design and functionalities, Mobicue is obsessed to Simplicity, 
efficiency, and the best practice of mobile-oriented user interaction. In the 
field, all players are competing over the functionalities but all as follows: 
 
Layout, Overall site design, Site organization, Navigation, Profiles, 
Messaging, Communication, Adding friends, Finding old friends, Feeds, 
Sharing, Relationships, Privacy, Events, Discovery, Pictures(1), Videos(1), 
Music/Sounds(1), Texts(1), Comments(1), Real time (what's new), Real 
place(2) (locations), Streams(3), Conversations(4), Mobility(5), Connectivity 
with pop SNS(6), Customization, Groups, Applications(7), Bulletins, etc. 
 
How does Mobicue differentiate itself in such a competitive arena? The 
answer is simply that Mobicue changes the competitive landscape, avoids 
the head to head competition, and creates a new value proposition. It can 
be simply shown by the following graph: 

Communicate 
Real time  
Real place 
Multimedia  

Micro-blogging 
Network of friends 

What ? 
When ? 
Where ?  

To whom ? 
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Competitors Mobicue

 

(1) Mobicue innovatively blends pictures, videos, music/sounds, texts 
and comments/replies into streams. And, it deals with all contents in 
equality, and it brings all in front of your eyes in the first time when log 
in. All features can be fulfilled just in your home page or 1 click away. 
Such design dramatically increases the efficiency and simplicity of 
content exchange and messaging especially when you are on the go. All 
multimedia contents can be played through streaming as well 

(2) Mobicue can automatically detect from what location the content is 
updated, and thus show it up with the content. It will create a huge 
potential of monetization when Mobicue gets over its critical mass 

(3) Mobicue encourages real time communication in multimedia formats. 
It organizes all updates in time sequences, say streams, for instance, 
personal stream, friends’ stream, activity stream, location stream, 
collectively tagged stream, etc.  

(4) Mobicue encourages people-to-people interaction through 
‘conversations’ which involving A-B conversations, and conversations 
originated from a specific content 

(5) Mobicue is dedicated to providing its user with the best mobile 
experience. And, it has both free browser-based mobile sites, and 
charged premium client applications 

(6) Mobicue is dedicated to the connectivity to all existing popular SNS to 
ease the pain of juggling so many of them. It’s Mobicue’s commitment 
to move to ‘Open Stack’ 
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(7) Mobicue will definitely develop APIs for 3rd party developers to deploy 
and distribute apps, especially social games, etc. 

 

The Horizontal Competitors 

There are more and more web services starting providing mobile photo 
uploading and sharing. However, a trimmed down web service cannot 
bring its user a full-fledged phone-centric experience; and furthermore, 
they don’t answer ‘what’, ‘when’ and ‘where’, the characteristics of mobile 
content in their existing context. Mobile multimedia messaging shall not 
be just a trivial feature set of a complex service. Instead, it should be a 
platform itself continuously growing to let people better stay connected 
anytime and anywhere. 

The horizontal competitors do not necessarily impact the Mobicue 
business directly, on another hand, they can potentially being the media 
for introducing Mobicue to their broad range of user bases.  Mobicue has 

… 

…  …  … 

Mobicue  
=  

Real time, real place multimedia short posts 
for 

network of friends 
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already implemented SNS integration technologies which allow marketing 
strategy in promoting Mobicue in outside SNS networks. 
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Goals, Objectives & Strategies 

 Based on the internal and external conditions and trends, Mobicue has 
identified business goals in: 

 To be one of the leading performers in mobile phone SNS market;  

 To extend the Mobicue application in profitability business models; 

For approaching the above goals, Mobicue determined the objectives and 
associated strategies in: 

 Increasing the user bases 

Strategies: 

To address the biggest potential marketplaces – China, India, US, 
UK, etc. by allowing the user interfaces and applications being 
accepted across multi-culture globally, to maximize the spreading of 
marketplaces. 

Integration with the other PC SNS applications, with higher priority 
with the most popular and growing SNS performers, which can also 
be complementary and less conflicts in provided services. 

Release applications across multi-platforms, with higher priority 
with the most popular and growing mobile OSes. 

Improve user experience, keep stick-ability of existing users, attract 
new users by word-by-mouth and free / low cost services 

Providing and enhance value added services, e.g. search, location 
based services, content management, community, and presenting 
services. 

 Creating financial return 

Strategies: 

Provide users with the charged but advanced functionalities and 
conveniences  

Create services or mechanism for mobile service and application 
providers to reach their target members 

Increase the mobile network resources usage by motivating 
multimedia material transitions, and then share the load points 
with the related mobile network operators (MNO) 

Create the virtual currency applications and transactions 

Provide users the online payment by integrating the existing 
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recognized systems 

Our efforts in maintaining the seasonal fluctuations are as follows: 

Our revenue is derived from a large number of customers. 

Unexpected difficulties and delays associated with our efforts to 
obtain cost reductions and achieve higher sales volumes for our 
products are overcome. 

We determine to forecast customer demand accurately and evaluate 
the risk that our customers may cancel their orders/application, 
change production quantities or delay production.  

Priority in our relationships with our users, business partners, 
analysts and investors is maintained.  

Meeting financial expectations of investors and shareholders.  

Technical commitments with our customers and competitors' 
release of competitive products and other actions. 
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Production 
 

User Demands 

According to the market analysis, the targeting users are the most active 
mobile social services consumers in 80s & 90s population, generating 
needs regarding fashion, individuality and personalization. 

The 80s-90s are also the generation keen of innovations in life styles and 
communications, more and more are also well educated with Internet 
technologies utilities. They are the fast resources finders and willing to 
taste the new mobile Internet services, consume contents. In the 
meanwhile, most of them are economically dependent or lower incomes, 
but comparing with the higher ages, more willing to spend on Internet. 

For main stream of Internet SNS users, their demanding characters have 
been identified : 

 Realization of bottom-up activities in low cost manner; 
 Ability to presentation of oneself; 
 New ways of Community Formation; 
 Externalization of data 
 Ease of use 

The user interaction can be categorized as following: 
 Internet users vs. Mobile users (iPhone, Nokia, RIM, Windows 

Mobile, etc.) 
 Focus on Contents (multimedia, capture, upload, download, content 

management, presentation)  
 or. Communication (Instant messaging, email, Q&A) 
 or. Connect (streaming, link, search, community) 

Development 

According to the objectives and strategies setting, and the Mobicue 
product principles, Mobicue has developed work break down structure in 
terms of SNS characters and mapping with the strategies and tactical 
objectives in terms of fulfill the internal / external demands.  Mapping 
with the Mobicue's business goals, the target development initiatives can 
be related to increase user bases by improved user experiences, or to 
provide the advanced value add functionalities for premium client 
installation and potential business requirements.  In summary, the top 
in the to-do list are: (Ref. the figure: Identify the required services and 
applications) 
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Figure: Identify the required services and applications 
 

To do 
 Priority of mobile client platforms- 1) iPhone, 2) Symbian, 3) 

RIM, 4)g-Phone 
 Advanced user interfaces and functionalities 

o Value add: Premium Client Application 
 Location based services 

o Value add: Advertising updates by location 
o Value add: Update location zooming out 
o Value add: Google map integration 

 Search 
o Value add: Advertising updates by search 
o Value add: Advertising member by search 

 Content management on existing user generated contents 
based on tagging: personal albums 

o Value add: albums promoting potentially for 
business using 

 Virtual streams based on tagging: theme streams 
o Value add: sharable and presentable tags, 

potentially for business using 
 Community profiles and interactions 

o Value add: potentially for business using 
 Group wide interactions 

o Value add: private networks and exposures 
 Different language versions, Chinese one goes first 
 Platform upgrade to Open Social standards and cloud 

computing structure 
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Completed: 

 Concise user interfaces for mobile and PC internet browser 
 Base mobile clients in Nokia, Motorola smartphone devices 
 Individual registration and profiles 
 Base streaming and social network interactions 
 User generated multimedia contents transiting 
 Collective tagging 

 Integration with other SNSs 

The developing or developed service features are managed in 
mapping with the business objectives, strategies and tactical 
development objectives, further, to be evaluated with the potential 
opportunities in B2B or B2C business models, importance in 
business, then monitored with action priorities and current status 
updates.  (Ref. Table: Services and Applications Development 
Task Lists) 

Table: Services and Applications Development Task Lists (Strategies and Objectives 
Rational) 

Business 

Objectives 
Strategies 

Tactical 

Development 

Objectives 

Realization - 

Applications and 

Services (VAS) 

B2B 

Opp. 

B2C 

Opp. 
Importance Status Priority 

Base browser UI 

streaming: Follow, 

Update, Reply,  

    H Complete - 

Tagging, SNS 

links 
    M Complete - 

Search (by tags, 

location, profile 

entries) 

Y   M Planning 3 

Interactions 

(Free services) 

Free. Albums 

(grouping and 

presentation of 

contents) 

Y   L Planning 5 

External links 

RSS, Facebook, 

Google, 

WindowsLive, etc. 

    M Complete - 

Improve 

use 

experience 

Multimedia Pics, Audio, Video     H Complete - 

English       Complete - 

Chinese     H Planning 1 

Japanese         - 

Increasing 

the user 

base 

Multi- 

cultures 

Enable the 

SNS on  

multi-languag

e platform 
Korean         - 
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Community 

profile, press 

releases, 

announcements 

and notifications 

    L Planning 5 Creating 

and 

formalize 

community 

cultures 

Allow users 

interacting 

with 

communities 

by their 

common 

objectives 

Individuals 

interaction 

activities with 

communities 

    L   5 

Symbian (Nokia) 

interfaces 
    H Complete 1 

iPhone (Apple) 

interfaces 
  Y H Complete 2 

RIM (Black Berry) 

interfaces 
    M Planning 4 

Multi- 

platforms 

Develop 

charged client 

applications 

on 

multi-platfor

ms 
gPhone interfaces     M Planning 4 

Detailed Location 

Based Service 
Y Y H Planning 1 

Searchable and 

locatable profiles 

(Ads) 

Y Y M Planning 4 

Community 

grouping and 

limited exposure 

Y Y L   4 

Theme Streaming 

(Tags 

combination) 

Y Y H Complete - 

Charged 

value 

added 

services 

Premium 

applications 

(charged 

value added 

services) 

Online 

membership 

payment 

Y Y M Planning 4 

eCards (gifts) Y   L   

Music Y   L   

Personal contents 

selling (C2C) 
  Y L   

Virtual 

Currency 

Virtual goods 

selling 

Ringtones & 

background 
Y L L   

Resource

s not 

available 

Creating 

financial 

return 

Value Add 

revenue 

sharing 

with MNOs 

Increase 

resources 

usage 

Multimedia 

contents 
Y   M   5 

 
 
 

Packaging 
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Mobicue Premium Clients packed with the value added features will be 
released on application stores with the following packets, which are 
targeting different levels and groups of user demands: 

Table: Services and Products Specifications 

Feature Specifications Free `browser based service Premium Client  

Native phone feature integration 

Phone address book, SMS & 

MMS sharing, notification, 

invitation, and a lot more 

- X 

User Interfaces 

Rich flash based experience - X 

Concise user interfaces  X X 

Individual Profile X X 

SNS Interactions 

Base streaming X X 

Social interactions (Follow, 

Reply, Share, email) 

X X 

User generated multimedia 

contents operating 

X X 

Collective Tagging X X 

Other SNSs Integration (RSS, 

Digg, myspace, facebook, 

live, twitter, delicious, google, 

LinkedIn, etc.) 

X X 

Search Contents by Tag X X 

Location based search X X 

Theme Streaming X X 

Content Management 

Online Album` X - 

Mobile Interface Album  

(search, slide show, update, 

download) 

- 

 

X 

Community and Privacy 

Community Profile X X 

Connections grouping, 

Limited exposure 

X X 

Platforms Support 

Symbian X X 

iPhone X X 

RIM  X X 

gPhone X X 
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Quality Assurance 

The quality of Web interfaces and applications deliveries will be 
controlled under the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
methodologies and frameworks.  In brief: 

Requirement Analysis Principles: 

 Consist conformance to requirements; 
 Specified standards define a set of development criteria that guide 

the manner in which design, development and implementation are 
engineered 

 Separated process for evaluating and implementing implicit 
requirements with explicit requirements. 

Software Quality Assurance: 

 Formal Review Techniques (reviews, inspections and walkthroughs) 
for early discovery of software defects. 

 Software Testing 
 Enforcement of Standards and Procedures 
 Measurement 
 Record keeping, reporting and documentation. 

Test 

 Purpose: Show errors in coding, Validate functions, Measure 
performance, Indicate quality, in terms of support high probability of 
finding an, as yet, undiscovered error. 

 Conduct function, performance, acceptance and installation testing 
 Formal test documentation 

Deployment and maintainability 

 Installation guide 
 Troubleshooting Support and documentation 
 Maintenance and documentation 

Post installation  

 User satisfaction and user resistance analysis 
 Development process review 
 Future maintenance strategy 

Maintenance 

To maintain the documents, source codes, configuration in terms of 
corrective, adaptive, perfective and preventive controls. 
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Marketing and Promotions 
 

Label / Brand 

“Mobicue” was registered business name and trademark.  Also, the 
domain name “Mobicue.com” has been registered on Web.   

Mobicue has created its brand labels in the following form: 

Logo 

   The “Mobi” from the first characters of “mobile” shows 

the base marketplace and user bases Mobicue is sitting, and the mobility 
experience it is leading.  The M in a globe alludes to the globalized 
culture Mobicue being coded, and also, the living style for acting.  Red 
represents passion for serving customer’s communication demands. 

The Website symbol 

   “My cameraphone, your life” positions Mobicue’s 

theme on representing and connecting people life online, running on 
technology fundamentals i.e. wireless telecommunication network, 
mobile phone, smartphones with camera – again highlights the accurate 
marketplace Mobicue is targeting. 

* Note: the temporary mark of “BETA” shows the current initial stage 
Mobicue is undertaking, the free under proven services it is providing, 
and the expectation of providing users with improved services and 
experiences is under going. 
 
iPhone Icon: 

   The first “M” in globe is well match the Apple design style and fit 
the iPhone screen display.  Also, the icon can be widely used for simple 
and small area symbolization display, e.g. the graphical hyperlink on 
Web page, integrated click button, and so on.  
 
Website Home Page 

Mobicue has its own Website access-able by mobile phone and PC 
Internet browsers.  Both were designed in concise way for well fitting 
mobile phone user’s behavior and feeling of rapid communication.   

The PC Internet User Interface starts from a login page if 
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www.mobicue.com is accessed without a local cookie.   

 
Figure: www.mobicue.com registration home page 

The picture in the home page shows a young lady, dressing in fashion, is taking a 
picture on the street, with her camera phone in hand – represents an emblematical 
scene the Mobicue users are doing with their camera equipped mobile phone in terms of 
“communicate with friends all over the world in real time”.   

Table: Mobicue Website Homepage Branding 

A young lady, sounds in age of 20-32 ⇒ Mobicue is targeting the 80s and 
90s 

Using a camera mobile phone (or smartphone with 
camera) 

⇒ The targeting technology 
foundation 

The lady and the street in background sounds from 
Europe 

⇒ Principle of Multi-culture  

It’s an action in fashion manner ⇒ The style Mobicue to be with 
It’s on the street, with a mobile phone may from pocket, 
not importantly the picture quality, but to capture the 
feeling instantly. 

⇒ Principle of Mobility 

Words: “Capture”, “Connect”, “Communicate” ⇒ Represent the interaction activities 
users are desired 

“Mobicue is a mobile social utility that allows you to post & 
view pictures, watch videos, and interact with friends 
on-the-go.” 

⇒ The major purpose for using 
Mobicue 

Link of “Getting started on your mobile” ⇒ To redirect user to the online user 
guide. 

 

http://www.mobicue.com/
http://www.mobicue.com/
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Marketing strategies 

The key to most of planned business models is to keep attracting more 
users, and the company has done and will continue to acquire them 
through: 

 Website User Interface 

As shown in above, the pre-registration homepage represent the 
vision and purpose of Mobicue.  Without registration, users can also 
brief the user guide for knowing how it works, and can find download 
sources and start installation progress.  The pre-registration home 
page is attracting, introducing and directing users from observation, 
understanding to playing with Mobicue. 

• Fine-tuned mechanism of penetrating networks of friends 

− Sharing, embedding, RSS feeds, invitations, notifications, and 
more, by 

− Emails, SMS, MMS, address books, IM networks, etc. 

− Integration with popular SNS (personal status updating) 

 Application Stores 

Mobicue has put its developed mobile phone client applications in 
the Internet application stores for promoting and to be downloaded 
by users.   

– Independent mobile application stores like:  
Getjar.com, Handango.com, Mobile9.com, etc. 

– Mobile carrier application stores like Orange Application Shop, 
etc. 

– Phone maker application stores like iPhone App Store, Nokia Ovi 
App Store, etc. 

 Best fit smart phones preloaded with Mobicue 

 Availability in as many countries 

 Creating buzz by online PR over mobile web news & blog sites 

 Proper packaging in meeting different level of user requirements. 

 Registration in application stores reports and online research for 
monitoring the running performance and behavior of Mobicue PC 
and mobile Internet access. 
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Financial data 

 
Pricing 

The Premium edition of Mobicue applications put in online application 
stores will be priced under the following considerations: 

The value added services are to be packaged into packages to fit different 
level of user demands.  The pricing evaluation process has been put into 
consideration about the following facts: 

 The price should sustain the application quality, continuous 
improvement and future business growth. 

 The average application store prices and trends. 
 Application categorization and references. 
 The customer expectations and return after downloads. 
 The App Store exposure. 
 The store’s short term and long term vision. 

App Store Initial Prices 
The premium mobile applications are priced according to the existing 
market statistics, saying that "The install rate doesn’t change dramatically 
from 99 cents to $4.99", and assuming that 30% of the sales revenue 
goes to app stores. iPhone App Store is identified the major marketing 
and download site for first release of Mobicue Premium Client 
application.  

 
 

Profit & Margin 

The profit will be calculated upon the revenue in result of priced 
applications, the user buying estimation and user base growth. 
According to the previous growth data, the marketing trends and the 
Mobicue user satisfaction and behavior feedback, the estimation of profit 
by selling premium applications has been identified: 

Profit = Revenue – Operating Costs 

= App Unit Price x ( Likelihood of buying % x Total Reg. Users) – Total 
Operating Costs 

Ref. the Income Statement for detail data. 

Currently, Mobicue is running in private investment and has no plan to 
hold a position in securities, options, or futures contracts, thus no 
deposit to cover the credit risk of counterparty.  In result, the financial 
performance of Mobicue can only be evaluated by profit or Return of 
Investments (ROI) rather than Return on Margin (ROM).   
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Net profit margin = net income/revenue  

Cost of expenses  

According to the previous year of running, and the estimation of the 
operating in the next two years, the recurrent fixed operating expenses 
can be identified as follows: 

Payroll CHN￥3,276,000 US$479,636 

Data center cost CHN￥1,632,000 US$238,939 

BD  CHN￥960,000 US$140,553 

Marketing & PR CHN￥1,320,000 US$193,260 

Others CHN￥480,000 US$70,276 

Equipments CHN￥240,000 US$35,138 

Total CHN￥7,908,000 US$1,157,802 

The 2nd year 

Payroll  

R&D 
Product  

(incl. UI designer) 
Marketing BD Overhead total head count Monthly expense 

5 2 2 2 1 12 CHN￥108,000  US$15,812 

Data center cost CHN￥36,000  US$5,271 

BD  CHN￥30,000  US$4,392 

Marketing & PR CHN￥30,000  US$4,392 

Others 

Note: including office rent, daily utilities, overtime transportation, business 

phone bills, etc. 

CHN￥15,000  US$2,196 

Monthly total CHN￥219,000  US$32,064 

2nd year total CHN￥2,628,000  US$384,763 

The 3rd year 

Payroll 

R&D 
Product  

(incl. UI designer) 
Marketing BD Overhead total head count Monthly expense 

5 3 3 2 2 15 CHN￥165,000  US$24,157  

Data center cost CHN￥100,000  US$14,641  

BD  CHN￥50,000  US$7,320  

Marketing & PR CHN￥80,000  US$11,713  

Others 

Note: including office rent, daily utilities, overtime transportation, business 

phone bills, etc. 

CHN￥25,000  US$3,660  

Monthly total CHN￥420,000  US$61,492  

3rd year total CHN￥5,040,000 US$737,901  

Equipments 

Note: including PCs, Servers, Mobile Phones, etc. 5 year depreciation 
CHN￥240,000  US$35,138  

Total fund needed for 2 years CHN￥7,908,000  US$1,157,802  
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Start up costs 

For the first year, the start up costs have been managed as follows: 
Payroll 

R&D 
Product 

(incl. UI designer) 
Marketing BD Overhead total head count Monthly expense 

2 2 2 1 1 8 CHN￥48,000  US$7,028 

Data center cost CHN￥12,000  US$1,757 

BD CHN￥5,000  US$732 

Marketing & PR -  - 

Others 

Note: including office rent, daily utilities, overtime transportation, business 

phone bills, etc. 

CHN￥10,000  US$1,464 

Monthly total CHN￥75,000  US$10,981 

1st year total CHN￥900,000  US$131,768  
 

Income Statement 

Based on the pricing and business forecast, the income for the Year 1 to 
3 is estimated as follows: 
Table: Income Statement  

Registered User Base Year 1 Year2 Year 3 

Registered user base projection 300,000 800,000 1,800,000 

Y-Y registered user base growth rate - 267% 225% 

Y-Y registered user base increase - 500,000  1,000,000  

Premium App  

% of sales Qty of the total registered base - 15% 17% 

App installed base 0 120,000 300,000 

Non-app base 300,000 680,000 1,500,000 

Unit Price (USD) 4.99  4.99  4.99  

Unit Price after App store deduction (USD) 3.49  3.49  3.49  

Revenue (USD) - 419,160  1,047,900  

 
According to the product development plan for the next 2 years, Mobicue has 
planned and will implement as well charged services of: 
– Location oriented such as multimedia classifieds, updates’ location 

hiding/zooming out,  
– Commercial accounts, 
– mobile business sponsorship, 
– Traffic sharing or bundling, 
– Virtual goods,  
– and more;  
The related pricing and financials will be defined as Mobicue progresses.  
 
Some considerations of the revenue projection: 
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1) Mobicue’s cash flow will go positive in 2010, say Year 2 
2) Mobicue will continuously provide new versions of its mobile apps at a 

well defined intervals, and give discounts to the previous ones to 
increase its adoption, normally 1.3 times plus 

3) The conversion rate for premium app is considered of 14% plus. Such 
consideration involves both ‘going from free to premium’ and ‘going 
directly to premium’ scenarios 

4) Mobicue plans to start introducing other revenue streams when it 
reaches 1M user base, say Year 3 

5) Mobicue is targeting to pass10M registered user base within a 5 year 
time frame as follows: 
– Year 4 5M users and 30 employees 
– Year 5 10M users and 50 employees 

 
Based upon its nature, Mobicue will stick with generating multiple revenue 
streams from both its growing user base and businesses.  
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Management Team 

 Mobicue is the brainchild of a group of entrepreneurs with passion in the 
innovation of mobile social services, to create and lead a new life style online, 
or to develop and realize the whole new online experiences applying the next 
generation of technologies. 

Organization chart  

 
Figure: Organization Chart 

Allocation of work and responsibilities 

CEO: Simon Li,  
Experience: 10 years in telecommunication industry, plus 7 years in 
Mobile field.   
Responsibilities: Vision, Motivation, Coordination, Financial resources, 
Product design and development, Skill, etc. 

Business development lead: Grace Gao  
Experience: 7 years in international trade and channel management, and 
7 years in business development in the mobile field. 
Responsibilities: Business operating, Market development, HR, office and 
facilitating, in assistance of financial and legal outsourcing 

Chief architect: Ivan Liu  
Experience: 10 years in R&D, mobile technologies 
Responsibilities: Translate internal / external demands into technical 
design, Architecture Design, Direct development, Skill, in assistance of 
infrastructure outsourcing, etc.  

Technical lead: Oberon Cui  
Experience: 8 years in R&D, mobile technologies 

Simon Li 

CEO 

Grace Gao 

BD Lead 

Ivan Liu 

Chief Architect 

Oberon Cui 

Technical Lead 

Catherine Barie 

Marketing & PR 

Lead 

Simon Li 

Product Lead 

Development & 

platform team  

3 vacancies 

4 

Marketing Manager 

PR manager 

2 vacancies 

BD manager Product manager 

2 Vacancies 

Alan Chen 

UI Design Lead1 Vacancy  
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Responsibilities: Project Management, Development, Maintenance 
Marketing and PR lead: Catherine Barie 

Experience: Solid online marketing & PR practices and Extensive Internet 
technology competency 
Responsibilities: Create, measure, analyze and optimize online marketing 
programs, including email campaigns, blogs, co-marketing opportunities, 
online advertising, SEM and more; Manage external agencies and 
channels to achieve marketing goals. 
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Risk Management 
 Risk Management process is settled as a part of the key operating process, to 

prepare for the likelihood of internal and external impact.  The detail risks 
documentation is put in place for continuous management procedure.  The 
following risks are identified in high level which present a brief view 
communicated with Mobicue stakeholders’ concerns.   

Risk Identification 

Risk identification is considered as one of the most important considerations, 
and will be periodically reviewed by management interview meetings (weekly 
and monthly) for continuous management.  For updates or new findings on 
high probability and impact risks, the project manager will need to be aware 
as soon as possible in addition to the regular meetings and arrange emergency 
response accordingly. The potential risks will be broken down as in the 
following structure: 

 
Figure: Risk Identification Structure 

 

Risk Analysis and Prioritization 

The qualitative risk analysis methodologies will be majorly used for risk 
analysis activities. The identified risks will be positioned in the 
Probability/Impact matrix in terms of probability and impact for the Mobicue 
initiatives and projects.  CEO of Mobicue in conducting the risks 
management interview meeting (as part of the period project management 
meeting) is responsible for the analysis result reporting, documentation and 
updating.  Qualitatively, the risks are ranking as low, medium and high 
based on their probability and impact which might occur in the project, 
including both the negative and positive risks.  Probabilities of a risk 
occurring is estimated based on the related perspective factor. 
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Risk Response 

The ranked risks will be responded properly for reducing negative risks and 
enhancing positive risks.  
The four basis response strategies for negative risks are: 

 Avoidance - to avoid or eliminate a specific threat, usually be eliminating 
its causes. 

 Acceptance - to accept the consequences should a risk occur. 
 Transference - to transfer or shift the consequence of a risk and 

responsibility for its management to a third party. 
 Mitigation - to mitigate or reduce the impact of a risk event by reducing 

the probability of its occurrence. 

The basic response strategies for positive risks are: 
 Exploitation - to exploit or doing whatever can to make sure the positive 

risk happens. 
 Sharing - to share or allocate ownership of the risk to another party. 
 Enhancement - to enhance or changing the size of the opportunity by 

identifying and maximizing key drivers of the positive risk. 
 Acceptance - to apply to positive risks when the project team cannot or 

chooses not to take any actions toward a risk 

Currently, CEO will be responsible for preparing the outputs of risk response 
planning including: 

 Risk-related Contractual Agreements 
 Updates to the project management plan, including the required changes, 

recommended corrective and preventive actions 
 Updates to the risk register. 

 
The top risks have been identified against the above categories, as 
documented in the Risk Registration and period reviewed by the management: 
(Ref. Appendix: Risk Registration (Top 10)) 
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Future Plans of Expansion 
 From the current unprofitable model to the profitable business model initiated 

from Year 2, Mobicue is in tend to expand businesses in area of: 
 

Online Application Selling 

 
According to the market analysis and user feedback, the Premium edition 
packed with advanced features on iPhone platform has been identified the 
highest priority in the Year 2 business model implementation.  (Ref. the 
financial analysis section for profitability review).  After the delivery of iPhone 
platform, the Premium Edition on Symbian and RIM will also be taken in 
place.   
 

Value Added Services 

 
To utilize the multimedia transaction and storing platform realized by 
Mobicue, the potential opportunity for extend business to online virtual goods 
selling is a big picture, while the implementation of the back-end content 
management of sources and payment system are required extended 
investments.  The model for sharing value with the wireless network 
operators is unclear, but will be followed up by Mobicue executives in 2009. 
The trends and feasibility will be monitored in a high priority. 
 

Advanced marketing analysis, communications and 

implementation 

 
As a key for selling, the marketing analysis, communications and 
implementation has been raised to high priority of the whole business 
Mobicue is running.  Additional hiring will be targeting on joint of competent 
marketing and public relations staffs.  The full function of marketing will be 
delegated to such members immediately, and closely work with the 
technologies architect for optimization of the current and future design of 
services and products.   
 

The Merge with Chinese marketplace 
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As has been identified by market analysis, the China’s mobile SNS 
marketplace has been put high priority in Mobicue’s future.  The initiatives 
enabling the merge with the Chinese culture, language and business models 
has been listed as important evaluation and planning objectives in Mobicue’s 
business reviews.  The Chinese interfaces have been firstly put in plan, while 
the feasibility of business models in associated with Chinese broadband (3G) 
growing, standards, WNO operations and user Internet behaviors will be 
investigated further, in result, the decisions related to products and services 
are expected to be formed in the late of 2009. 
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